
Brain Science Books (Neuroscience). 1. The Tell-Tale Brain: A Neuroscientistâ€™s Quest for What Makes Us Human â€“ V. S. Ramachandran. 2. Phantoms in the Brain: Probing the Mysteries of the Human Mind â€“ V. S. Ramachandran, Sandra Blakeslee, Oliver Sacks. 3. The Brainâ€™s Way of Healing: Remarkable Discoveries and Recoveries from the Frontiers of Neuroplasticity â€“ Norman Doidge.Â 11. The Human Brain Book Expanded, Illustrated, Updated Edition â€“ Rita Carter. 12. In Search of Memory: The Emergence of a New Science of Mind â€“ Eric R. Kandel. 13. Wired to Create: Unraveling the Mysteries of the Creative Mind â€“ Scott Barry Kaufman, Carolyn Gregoire. 14. Your Creative Brain: Seven Steps to Maximize Imagination, Productivity, and Innovation in Your Life â€“ Shelley Carson. The excerpt from the "Wall Street Journal" editorial that appears on the back cover of the "Doonesbury" collection "In Search of Reagan's Brain" decries the fact that several newspapers bounced Garry Trudeau's strip from the comics page to the news or editorial page because of the "fantasized and vicious" TV-program trip through Ronald Reagan's brain. The irony, according to the editorial, was that it was not clear who was being satirized: Reagan, his critics, television news, or all of the above.Â Trudeau sort of wasted this book's title on this particular collection because there were more visits to that particular brain once its owner was in the White House. The other major thread in this collection is that Joanie Jr. finally leaves Zeke and hooks up with our man Mike Doonesbury. Having lived through the Reagan years as an adult, I really enjoyed these episodes (especially with Patton!). One thing that actually shocked me was the extent of his senility when he took office. Media wasn't as quick to show his stupid and incompetent side then.Â These Reagan episodes have showed me that Trump only seems worse because he has Twitter! I can only imagine the nonsensical bullshit Reagan would've tweeted at 3am if he'd had the technology. Also I do remember that hymn from my Mormon upbringing. That card sounds pretty cool haha. Brain Pickings Best Science Books of 2016 Smithsonian Best Books about Science of 2016 Science Friday Best Science Book of 2016 A Mother Jones Notable Read of 2016 A Bill Gates â€œGates Notesâ€ Pick MPR Best Books of 2016 Chicago Public Library Best of the Best Books of 2016 Minnesota Star-Tribune Best of the Year A Kirkus Best Book of the Year. A PW Best Book of the Year Guardian Best of the Year Times (London) Best of the Year Joining the ranks of popular science classics like The Botany of Desire and The Selfish Gene, a groundbreaking, wondrously informative, and vastly entertaining examinatio